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Dear Millenials

Dear Millenial,

Editorial

Today’s battles are a bit more complex as they
are even more unplanned and as a result they
lack an instruction manual as to how to overcome them. This is unlike the olden days, whereby the warriors were already prepped and now
all it boiled down to was - which team had the
better strategy.
To be specific, am referring to the modern day
battle of Mental Health that is slowly
eating away at our society.This is because those
who go through it either don’t know they are
going through it or at too scared to seek help
because they are afraid of either being
shunned or not being taken seriously
at all, forgetting that mental health
is no game and thus arising a
need for specialized warriors
and for purposes of this issue,
known as Warrior Superiors.
With an aim to buttress the need
for Warrior superiors, according to
World Health Organization statistics, by 2020 mental health
issues such as depression
will be the second leading
cause of world disability
and by 2030; it is expected to be largest contributor to disease burden.
Therefore, Warrior superiors would be best suited
for this battle because they
espouse the following characteristics: they are self
aware, enough to know to
when he or she needs help.
They are kultured, in this
context to mean- they understand that the mind is a muscle and it too needs a gym.
They are mindful of
each other, this simply
goes to mean that- they are
not quick to judge or dismiss
persons going through it, because they understand these
persons going through it didn’t
choose to be its victim. They are
bold, in this context to mean –
they are willing to share their story

in the hope that it will inspire others
going through the same.
I hope that by the end of this issue
that as millennials we will continue
to breakdown the societal barriers
around mental health and thus
enable us be able talk about mental health the same way we talk
about physical health with an aim of
minimizing the stigmatization around
this topic. This will enable going to a
workshop or therapy to be seen as
the same as going to a workout or
personal trainer.
Adding to the above, the main
objective of this issue is to celebrate
Warrior Superiors in each capacity
because it all matters, whether it’s
a small or big hurdle that you were
able to overcome or a small or big
victory you were able to achieve
.Each marks a milestone achieved
and as Jays Bubble we appreciate
you and see you!
Lastly ,always remember dear millennial ,that even the smallest of steps
towards progress is still a step, you’re
never too be lost be found and most
importantly, it’s okay not be okay,
however what’s not okay is to allow
your mental health to derail you from
your destined path.
So ask yourself dear millennial, am
I a Warrior Superior? And if not
,what am I doing about it?

Hushy Wahura
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BEHIND THE
SCENES
We had a blast shooting our 6th issue of Jays
Bubble.
#Warriorsuperior #Issue6 #JaysBubble

Lina of Lulu creations preparing
Maria Katiti our cover girl

#Warriorsuperior
Our covergirl busting her warrior
superior moves

Click to watch how much fun we had
while on set
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The Round up

3.

...At this point in adulting, what I have

learned from such whips from life, is
that one becomes so loyal to the things
...Your 20s are the times when
that bring them harm. .
you’re coming to terms with the
Norman Munge on the Mental
peace in a piece article
reality of your actual life...
Ethel Valerie on the lie that is the 20’s

Engage in a healthy lifestyle like
good psychological self-care and
learn good coping mechanism to
deal with stress.
Irene Kimani (a counsellor) Shares her expert
opinion.

There is nothing shameful about
something that happened to you
i.e. male or female without your
consent whether aggressive or
coercive. Unpack that, seek help.
Katiti sharies her story on sexual
abuse

Dear Millenial your mind
is a muscle and it too
needs to gym
Hushy Wahura on her
editorial piece

Look at all the greatest love stories, did Juliet pull up to Romeo’s
with cooking pots and groceries?
No. Neither should you
Brenda Mumbi on Guide to avoid your man
from making you mental.

;

4.

You
matter

Your story is not over yet.
You are never too lost to be found.

Warriorsuperior

21

Questions
with

Adam Maina.

By Joanne Waeni

1.What v cream flavor best describes you?

Very Vanilla. I believe I possess a colorful, impulsive
personality. Sometimes I can be a risk-taker or set high
expectations for myself. And I enjoy strong connections
with those close to me.

2.If you could fit your whole life into one picture what would
it look like?
A yin and yang rendition. Sun and moon. Light
and dark. Good and bad. Day and night.

3.The Adam Maina on social media and the real life
Adam Maina, what is different about them?

Not such a big difference I am who I post and
share, just that at times people expect me to be
outspoken, wild and talkative in real life and
when they meet the introvert me they are
shocked.

4.Tell us about the first girl who broke
your heart?

This should be fun. I was in class 7 I
believe, she was so beautiful I recall,
sparkle in her eyes, which I wrote a
note to her describing and placed it
in her exercise book. She read it and
replied to me of how she likes this
guy in class 8. That’s how I got my first
curve. Luckily the boy did transfer from
our school later.

5.What are you really happy about being
terrible at?

That’s easy. I suck at being mean. A lesson
I learnt from my mother. I never understand
how someone cannot just be nice to other
people, especially the less privileged or
those deemed to be less in society.

6.What song would you pay money to never hear

again?

Haha. The Weekend - Star-boy

7.What popular Kenyan trend annoys you?

Focusing on the bad side of things always.
That way we’ve missed enjoying some
incredible moments because we were busy
rebuking and condemning.

8.What’s the best / worst thing about your work?

Honestly the best thing about being an
influencer is meeting and interacting with
other people, both in the creative field and
the audience. Worst thing I guess is people
expect you to be a good role model
and you are not allowed to make
mistakes, with everyone watching
your every move.

“

..best thing
about being
an infuencer
is meeting and
interacting with
other people...

or someone promises happiness.

16.Have you ever been stalked, if yes, how
did you get it to stop?

12.How has your family shaped your personality No. Not that I know of for that matand who you turned out to be?
ter. But I would be so freaked out to
Significantly. I grew up as an only child
and a single mum. She did everything to
provide for us and she taught me perseverance, courtesy and humility. While she
did so I used to spend much time alone
which built my introvert personality. And
she really loves music and she passed
down that amazing taste to me, which
I always thank her for.

13.How do your high school reunions go
like?

learn about this.

17.What is the most unprofessional thing
you have done? So far I can't think of

anything. I have not been pushed to
a point of pulling of one.

18.Have you ever turned a failure into
a win? Yes severally. I believe you

aren't succeeding if you aren't turning failures into wins! In the failures
- comes the knowledge.

Sadly or funny enough, we’ve
19.What is the biggest lesson you’ve
never had one. Just a WhatsApp
group. Did not know it was an actu- learned from a failure?
Life can be painful, but our expeal thing in Kenya.
14.Do you make friends easily or do you riences can shape us into better people. In loss, failure and suffering, there
find it difficult to make new friends? It
is always an opportunity to find your
takes a little bit of work I must say,
greatest self.
it is said that I don’t trust easily but
once I find one, it’s impossible to lose
20.Paint a picture of the man you hope to
that one.

be 20 years from now?

9.How would a perfect date that you have 15.How do you separate friends and
acquaintances?
orchestrated roll out?
I'm usually not too fussed about a
perfect date, it's about how the vibe
is with the person. Wouldn't care less
whether it is at Kibanda or a posh
place. Indoors or out.

10.What would be your perfect weekend?

Travel. Travel and more travel. A road
trip to a beautiful destination. Enjoy
both the journey and the destination.
But also at times just being indoors,
enjoying the space, ambiance and
peace is ideal for me.

My acquaintances are people I only
see coincidentally instead of making
intentional plans to see each other. I will say “Hi,” ask surface-level
questions about life or work, and
move on. But my friends are people
I discuss personal details and much
more serious topics with.

20 years from now I am practicing my profession with recognized
success with my personal brand and
ventures. Nurtured new generation
of creatives and impacted lives. With
a lovely and happy family
.21..What is that one thing about your

teenage years that you regret most?

I spent so much time "waiting for
something to happen". I feel like
I wasted a lot of time, instead of
doing something or "making things
happen".

11.If you could change something about
Kenya, what would that be?

Make Kenyans more happy. We have
gotten used to bad news and scenarios that we only believe in negativity.
And we've lost trust with anything
that makes us happy and we are at
a point where we are even finding it
hard or mischievous when something

6.
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Mental

PEACE

in a PIECE
By Norman Munge

If you’re like me, you understand
that smiles mask tears and loud
laughter is a crying inner scar.
Sometimes, I try to pinpoint
where this feeling of emptiness
comes from but end up with a
bottle of whiskey to soothe my
loneliness. At least I can point
out to more than an instance of
its occurrence. It might be the
moment my better half called
it quits this one day. Another
time might be when this business deal fell apart right at the
last minute. I had invested all
my wealth. Never put all your
eggs in one basket, if it falls, so
do they. My upbringing with an
alcoholic, violent brother also
had a role to play in scarring
my childhood but that’s a story
for another day.
Then there’s this other time that
dug its way slowly into my not

so perfect life. Subtle like a bitter pauper who accumulates
wealth so as to get back to his
oppressors. This one was a devil.
Waking up was a challenge.
My fingers flexed their muscles by snoozing 5 minutes
into 10 then 30. That lost
time couldn’t compare to the
days, rather years, I had spent
working on a job that left me
drained, unappreciated and
disdained from any kind of love.
Bills had to be paid. Passions had
to be sacrificed. Life had to be
lived, or did it?
At this point in adulthood, what
I have learned from such whips
from life, is that one becomes
so loyal to the things that bring
them harm. When they reappear, we brush them off as normal. We wake up and continue
living like fortuitous sons of the
world and forget we are unique

in d i v id u als. Our love
for writing, drawing,
t ra v e lin g
or even simple
things like meeting up with
friends for drinks, turn stale fast.
All the negativity engulfs us and
spits us like over chewed khat.
We essentially become just pieces of flesh. Nothing more, nothing
less. By then, we’ve really lost
ourselves with only little pores of
escape here and there.
Can’t all things in life be rosy?
Most times the thorns engraved
in depths of my mind tend to
have a sweet taste. That’s how
deep depression cuddles me.
Combined with fatigue, these
are not only words but also beings with limbs and thoughts of
their own. These damn monsters
tend to creep in like burglars in
an empty house. Have you ever
been hooked to something or
someone that you knew was

“ ”

8.

No one is born depressed
neither are its occupants
pre-determined...

harmful yet you wanted more
of? I have felt into this trap more
than often.
The balance of nature always
gifts us with two sides of a coin.
The beauty with this is that you
can flip them. For me, the best
place to do this, weird as it may
seem, is in my bathroom. Let me
explain for those whose minds
sprout ideas out of nothing. There’s
an unexplainable joy I get about
hopping into a hot shower after
a long day that cleanses both
my mind and soul. It’s like a baptism of some sorts. Think of it like
the way Naaman dipped himself
in the Jordan River. In my case,
I suspect my girlfriend believes
I’m a fish in human form. Dancing
with water seems to awaken my
creative juices. I’m no longer just
a body with a name. No longer
ashamed of the struggles I go

through. That is my space, where
I feel alive and happy, far from
judgment. My mind loses itself
and the words that form have an
affair with pieces of paper that
seem happy I finally decided to
use them.
Yet for some, they might think that
mental health is of no concern to
them. That’s fair. If you are one
of these people and think it can’t
affect you, then fire up all cylinders and point the direction to
your destruction. No one is born
depressed neither are its occupants pre-determined. For the unlucky few, they weren’t so nimble
as to choose it as a life partner.
It’s a burden that just happened
without warning.
I’m one of many. A fallen soldier. Wars are never won with
only one battle, are they? So,
let’s rise like Phoenix and take
back our lives. You, the banker,
the lawyer, the mother, father,
son or daughter. Whoever you

are, you aren’t alone. The fight
against this kind of mental health
starts with acknowledging your
situation. Speaking to someone
or finding an outlet to squeeze it
out also helps. Depression cannot and should not define who
you are. I believe we are in control of our destinies. It’s up to us
to choose achievements regardless of the obstacles than failures
that are most times guaranteed
along the way. Promise yourself
a better life and abide to that.
Self-love is quite important. Ask
yourself where would you rather
lie, the survivor or the victim.

K

ultured

ATITI

This Interview with Jays Bubble is a way for
me, Maria Katiti to share my story with
the world. I have always been present on Social Media and especially on YouTube.A show which I do
with my co-host Sharon. We sort of
went silent and it’s just right that
I tell you what happened to me
in hopes that someone else out
there who has gone through
what I have gone through
will get the necessary help
that they need.

TOUGH
TIMES
DON’T
LAST BUT
TOUGH
PEOPLE
DO

This is my story.

9.

My childhood.

I was a very happy go lucky child. I was very
close to my mother and I followed her literally everywhere, Chama meetings and all. My
mom taught me how to dance in fact back
in the day (the 90’s) I was crowned the best
dancer in one of the venues that we used to
go for these Chama meetings.

When I was 5 years old, things shifted
I have to say that it was not my mom’s fault
that we sort of drifted but it was because of
the issue that I had with a close relative
of mine. This issue or should I say the
dynamic of the situation changed
my interaction with not only her
but with a lot of adults.

What happened?

When I was 5 years old, we would go to the
countryside to hang out with relatives. I love
fries a lot; my uncle lured me in with fries. I
remember I found him eating and I asked him
if I could have some and he told me to sit on
his lap and well, I don’t want to reveal a lot
but there was touching involved. I have to
point out though that there was no penetration. It was very coercive and not aggressive.
After he was done, he would tell me not to tell
anyone, that it was our little secret and that
no one would understand.

How it stopped

Before I dive into this, let
me tell you how I stopped
repressing my memories

My abuse ended when I was 11 years old.
One day I said no. I just said NO. This got
me thinking that really that’s all it took. But
questions such as why couldn’t I have said it
sooner still linger in my mind up to date and
yes my age played a factor to my lacking
courage but it still haunts me!

My co-host (Katiti& Kith show
on YouTube) and we had scored
a really big client but we felt like
we (the contract) ended things
prematurely. That was the end
of 2017.Begining of 2018 we
realized that viewership had
gone down and we asked ourselves some tough questions. Much
as we love the show we needed to
evaluate where the breakdown in
communication with ourselves was
and come up with ways to remedy
the situation.

Telling Family
Afmy

So I took a breather.

I remember going to Diani for
a week and when it was time to
go back I started asking myself
questions like, why can’t I move
to Diani,? Why should I leave?
I came back to Nairobi and the
questions started unearthing some of
my inner battles such as self-esteem
issues that I had. I started coming to
terms with my suppressed memories
. I remembered what had happened
between us…I keep saying what happened between us, instead of to ME,
these are perhaps the by-products of
the shame and guilt I have carried
with me for all these years over my

incident. I remember certain businesses that
I had with Sharon (my co-host) did not work
because I have certain trust issues with men
as a result of my past traumatic experience.

10.

ter taking time to realize
unsuppressed memories, I
presented this to my
mom and she was
shocked. She couldn’t
understand why I did
not speak up about this much
earlier. I responded saying,’ I couldn’t
you tell that something was wrong. I was
conditioned by this adult and I was scared.
I always felt that I needed to maintain the
peace at home and also I was leaving in
denial of the extent my past events had
taken a toll on me and thus the only reason
that I was able to finally come to terms with
my past event this last year is because I took
some time off to self evaluate and that’s
when I was able to identify the root cause of
my work rut.
The response I got was not what I anticipated and it did not offer me the peace I
needed. So I moved out for two 2 months
and stayed with a friend. I partied a lot, I
had friends over but when they left I would
go back to feeling sad.
I realized that I needed to help myself
heal from depression and anxiety that had

creeped in as a result of my past
traumatic experience.

Dealing with these issues

This incident awakened my spirituality .More to this; I accessed a lot of
information from everywhere, family,
and books. I took all the info I got
and used it to help me process. It’s
sad that we don’t deal with trauma
how we should or that it’s not given
the weight it deserves by society.

I get to see my abuser during family
meetings.
It’s a close relative, in a perfect world,
I would isolate myself completely but
it’s not. There are family meetings and
such. My mom approached him and
he denied, obviously. So I see him .I
don t talk to him and my mother respects that. So we stick to our lanes. I
don’t talk to him, I’m polite because he
is my elder but after hi that’s it.

This Healing process

It has brought me back to my 5 year
old self. I am happy. I believe in
Now, I realize that my family has
therapy and though I have not
done the best that it can to empower me. When I went back home seen someone yet, hopefully I
will go soon. I’ll urge people
I received a lot of support from
them. I enrolled in a Music school, who have been through trauand this helped me with confidence matic incidences and know a
responsible person who
that I needed to get back to the
can help them to reach
rhythm of work. My family got to
understand that it was not attention out to them and seek
help.
seeking.

Much later

“

I realized that I needed to
help myself heal from
depression and anxiety
that had creeped in as a
result of my past traumatic experience.

11.

My advice.

There is nothing shameful about
something that happened to you i.e.
male or female without your consent
whether aggressive or coercive.
Unpack that, seek help.

Head wrap - sh 500
Ankara dress - sh 3500

12.

the
Lulu
factor
Kimono- sh 3900

Crop top - sh 2000
Floral skirt - sh 3500

Yellow dress - sh 4500
Fascinator - sh 1200

We can’t get over how amazing the outfits
worn by our covergirl Maria Katiti looked.
Check out more looks by her on

@lulucreations_
Make up by Barbra
Ankara dress- sh 3500

Photography by Leon of
Full house studios
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warrior superior

moments

Feel free to share your warrior superior moment with
us. Share your video on @jaysbubble on
Instagram.
If at all you feel you need help shoot us an email at
info@jaysbubble.com and we will connect
you to the relevant expert.

14.

The
EXPERT
SAYS .....
By Irene Kimani & Joanne Waeni

tions so much that when some- Loss of someone or something, trauthing triggers it is catastrophic   matic experiences, substance abuse,
other addictions, family issues, transi4.What advice would you rec- tions

ommend for someone who has 11.Why do you think that people are so
been through a traumatic event? passive when it comes to the subject of menThey have to talk and share about it but tal health?
of they have deeper psychological issues they should seek professional help

People take physical ailments more
seriously but for mental health they
think it’s just a passing phase or they
5. How does one break from this habit: can handle the situation on their
own
esp in men?
Men need to learn how to share
what is disturbing them to some
trusted family member, friend,
Clergy or Therapist. They need to
learn to cope positively to situations not addictions, violence or
other self-destructive behaviors

1.What is trauma?

Trauma is when one faces a stressful,
distressing or terrifying experience and
cannot seem to cope with what is happening and the emotions that it elicits

2.. The Business Daily did a story that
said Kenya has less than 2000 specialists - psychologists. Do you think this is
enough to handle the countries societal
needs? What are your thoughts on this?

Depression –when someone feels
life has lost meaning and depending
on the severity some even attempt
suicide
Anxiety – can cause one to be so
fearful and anxious they cannot
6.Do you believe that people have re- perform normal functions
pressed memories of trauma that Psychotic episodes –when one losses
touch with reality can have hallucinathey recall later in their life?
tions or delusions
Many people do repress painful
memories then push them down 13. Any steps to ensuring that one does not
deep into their subconscious but slip into such complications?
some triggers can bring them back   Go for therapy even when you feel
you don’t have any major issues
7.What are some of the side effects that Great support system; people who
you can talk to, confine in.
one could get from being in a traumatic
Engage in a healthy lifestyle like
incident?
good psychological self-care, learnBeing hyper-vigilant always alert ing good coping mechanism to deal
to any danger sign, having avoid- with stress
ance and not being in any situation
that reminds them of the experience,
they can also have re-experiencing
where they keep having flashbacks
and nightmares of the experience

“

Kenya is sadly understaffed when
it comes to Therapists, some who
study psychology chose other professions, and some who continue in
Psychology go to teaching, research
and training. The few who are left are 8. Is there a way that one can know they
not enough to deal with the emergae not in the right mental space?
ing issues in our population today
There are usually several indicators like low mood change, behav3.Most people have been brought up in a ior which is unhealthy and negative
way that represses talking about emotions, thinking and perception

what do you have to say about that?
This is true especially in our African setting where we put a brave
front and mask our emotions.
Sometimes they suppress the emo-

12.Run us through the type of mental
health complications?

9.If so what do you do?

Talk to somebody like a close family
member, a dear friend or seek professional help

10. What are some of the parameters that
could trigger such incidences?

Men need to
learn how to
share on what
is disturbing
them

Music Junky with

Joe Mutoriah

By Joanne Waeni

September I'll be performing
at K1 klubhouse. There are also
some other gigs coming through.

7.What is your take on the MCSK
debate?

The system is messed up. Prefer
not to talk beyond that.

8.Who would you like to collaborate
with in the future?

-Major Lazor. Their work is mind
blowing.

9.Any word of advice for upcoming
artists.

Chase your passion and money
will chase after you. #wedontneedmoneytoberich
Also take up every opportunity
that comes your way, you never
know which might be your big
breakthrough.

1.What is it about music that sets your
soul on fire?

The whole concept of rhythms, melodies and in most cases lyrics working
together to express our inner most
feeling that are beyond words.

2.On a scale of 1 to 10 how good is your
last single?

I put my heart in what I do so I'd
give it a 9.5. The remaining 0.5 is
because I always believe that there
is always room for more to be done.

as much as I can to learn from their
experiences.

3.Tell us about your coke studio experience?

I love what those young people are
doing. I'm proud of them. They're
doing their thing and it's working for
them. I pray they stay together the
whole way and not get distracted
by fame or money because they're
young.

That is one of my best experiences
so far in my music career. Getting to
work with Young DLC and Kemunto
was such a blessing. It was such an
amazing platform for the growth of
my career.

4.Do you think that you could get any
better as a musician and if so, how do you
achieve that?
Yes; I always want to grow. I look at
musicians who preceded me and try

5.What is your take on the new current
trend in Music in Kenya?

6.Do you think a millennial who wants
to pursue music in Kenya can sustain
themselves financially?

Yes. I purely live on music. I have upcoming gigs; I'll be going to Tanzania
end of August and also on 6th of

“

I look at musicians
who preceded me
and try as much as
I can to learn from
their experiences.

15.

20's

The lie that
is the

W

By Ethel Valarie

hen I grow up” no one ever
pictured anything older
than being a 20 something
year old person with a great job and
either married or in a relationship, living
the TV life and enjoying the version of
reality that can only be executively produced and that there is the problem,
you pictured your life in a perfectly curated lie that you worked towards. Your
teachers told you about how hard work
at school would translate to a wonderful life outside school and you believed
them so much so that you hinged your
entire interactions at school based on
it, picked your friends based on it and
studied hard based on it. Your parents
too told you about all the nice things that
happen to people who work hard and
all of this fortified the initial TV dream that
you had, so this entire idea and thought
process had some credibility in your mind
and because you were a child when you
had this dream you told yourself that you
had time to make this dream a reality.
Your 20s are the times when you’re
coming to terms with the reality of your
actual life, Your 20s are the times when
you’re coming to terms with the reality
of your actual life, you’re in university/
college and you’re piss poor and have
enough failed relationships and heartbreaks that you are certain you won’t
be able to put yourself together, school
is unforgiving and the course you went
into stressful, not all the drinks, joints and
any other drug you choose to partake in
makes you feel nothing but hollow once
the party is over. By the time you are
graduating you are not only celebrating
the hard work but the end of a life you
no longer want part of.
Or if you’re of a different religious or
cultural constitution none of those things

happened but you still feel depressed
and mentally burnt out, it’s the people
on social media constantly parading
their seemingly very perfect lives, or
it’s the reality that once you’re done
with school things can and will change
and that rubs you the wrong way, or
maybe the uncertainty and angst won’t
let you be mentally at peace.
Finally you have graduated and the
relationship you were in and that
people around you were certain would
lead to a blissful walk down the aisle
or whatever marriage looks like to you
can’t weather the storm of being out
of school and all that comes with it,
one of you is in a well-paying job and
therefore can’t always be available to
indulge you or you are both too busy
to meet and hang out or just other
things that led to your separation being
permanent on mutual or none mutual

terms.
Either way the 20s aren’t going as
you had thought about when you first
though of “when I grow up” and It
hurts, you feel like you’re failing and
that everything around you is failing
and even if in the career front things
are going well, you feel that other
areas of your life aren’t going the way
you had pictured but why should it?
Your idea of the 20’s was a lie of a life
that existed in the mind of a child who
still had the luxury of dreaming.
But there is no need to despair because “when I grow up” doesn’t have
a specific age limit, it could come in
your 30s, 40s, 50s or any other time
after that, and the skills you learn while
in your 20s aren’t useless, they can
only be useless if you refuse to learn
from them.

Either way the 20s aren’t
going as you had thought
about when you thought of
when I grow up

16.

Guide to avoid
your man from
driving you

Mental

By Brenda Mumbi

1. Be aware of
the difference between being
accommodative and having
to manage a Grown man !
Ladies, when your man behaves
like a kindergartener because
unless you birthed a man, it is
not your job to change him.
So leave him to act like the
child he is and find a man
that does not need a
second set of parents.
Growth is a natural
biological process
and unfortunately you are not
Mother Nature.
There is almost
nothing you
can do for
such a man
apart from
distance
yourself
and
give
him
the

room he needs to grow up. I know you
have a big heart and you want to help
him grow and become amazing, but it
just isn’t up to you sometimes, and you
need to accept that.

2. Don’t be a wife to
a boyfriend !

This was where the Lord delivered me.
I have a passion for food (check out
the food recipes after this) and when I
like a guy I can cook him three different
cuisines in one sitting. But I saw the light.
Nowadays, we only eat popcorn and
cereal in my house. When he earns it
then I will put together a salad for him.
But make sure you still eat the best food
you can afford. He won’t die. In fact if
he is petrified of your food he will make
sure you have more dates that involve
food outside your house. My friend from
Zimbabwe told me that they have a
saying in Shona, where if you start that
cooking and wifey stuff for a man who’s
not your husband, you will spend the
rest of your life ‘cooking pots’ for men
who won’t marry you. Look at all the
greatest love stories, did Juliet pull up to
Romeo’s with cooking pots and groceries? No. Neither should you. If you can
do these three simple things I guarantee
you there will be a difference in his
actions. You’re welcome.

3. Know when to
walk away

17.

Ladies! For a relationship to work it has
to be made of two complete beings not
two or one incomplete being looking for
completeness in each other ,because if
the latter is the case then sorry to say
that your relationship is doomed for failure and in that instance ladies ,KNOW
WHEN TO WALK AWAY
And this doesn’t go to mean that when
you have a couple of fights as a couple
you should pack your bags and leave
all, it means is that one should be alert
for certain warning signs that indicate
that one’s companion is incomplete such
inability to respect your partner in an
argument because always remember
ladies that how your man treats you
during an argument speaks volumes
as to how much he values you as a
partner.
Image from art.chriatmasen.com

18.
OPTING TO BE A
WARRIOR NOT A
WORRIER

By Tsubaki.
The 90s . 80s and 00s and in some
countries the 70s, was a time of fun
colors, elaborate adverts strange fashions, neon colors, bad hairstyles and if
you’re of my generation , the beginning
of your fearsome relationship with HIV,
the abundance of ARV’S and any talk
of a cure was something that seemed
like an unattainable goal and for
some people , simply , career goals.
We got our colored TV at the height
of the AIDS pandemic, so we were
bombarded by the many different documentaries, TV shows and adverts with
stick thin dying people and of course,
cautionary art fodder for the drama
festivals , themes for the music festivals
, talking points for church abstinence
groups and sadly thousands of funerals.
The media coverage was far and wide
, billboards were full, radio adverts
, TV shows and newspaper articles
revolved around prevention and abstinence with AIDS at the forefront,
the “madktari mashuri’s” and false
religious preachers thrived at the expense of people , self-proclaimed
tradional herbalists thrived at the
expense of the ill-informed masses

and the results, understandably ugly.
This is not a list chronicling the ugly
things that happened because of
unmanaged HIV, this is just a brief
reminder of all the events that led to
our shared trauma, we lost friends,
relatives, neighbors, parents and in
the midst of all this, had the constant
reminder looming over our collective heads that they died in an ugly
way. These events left us scarred as
a human race, we unknowingly developed post-traumatic stress disorder

and have since justified our collective fears of people living with HIV.
We hear HIV and are immediately terrified and running towards quarantine
and avoid, because we are always
reminded of the 90s and all their
constant reminders of a death that orphaned and killed in one fatal swoop.
I first heard of ARV’S when I was
about 13 years old and only begun them at 23, am alive and well
thanks to those drugs but everywhere I go I am always reminded
that mentioning that one word (HIV),
could leave me a friend-less, loveless mess and it won’t be the fault of
anyone, not even those that would
fear me, it would be the fault of our
shared trauma and subsequent PTSD.
All hope isn’t lost though, PTSD can be
managed but sadly ignorance isn’t as
simple to cure, I only wish though that
the U=U (Undetectable means Untransmittable )campaign was as powerful as
the AIDS kills campaign maybe then
I could finally be fearless whenever
someone asks me out because I know
that our shared PTSD is the reason
some people ghost while the brave
ones say “I don’t see myself dating
you , but I wish we could be friends” .

I could be fearless whenever someone asks me out because I know that our shared
PTSD is the reason some
people ghost while the brave
ones say “I don’t see myself
dating you , but I wish we
could be friends” .

19.
Ingredients
5 mangoes, peeled and
chopped
2 bananas, peeled and
chopped
1 cup of whole cream milk
½ cup of condensed milk

Method
Freeze the chopped fruits
overnight.
Once frozen, remove from the
freezer.
Put all the ingredients together
into the blender.
		
Blend all the ingredients until
smooth.
		
After blending remove it from
the blender and put it into a
container.
		
Seal the container and put it
back into the fridge for a few
hours or overnight.
		
Afterwards, open your container
and enjoy your ‘nice-cream’.

I

Scream FOR

ICE
CREAM
By Brenda Mumbi

Dear Millenial,
There's no shame in asking for help. If you feel
you need help . Feel free to shoot us an email on
info@jaysbubble.com or through any of our social
media handles @jaysbubble and we will be happy
to connect you to an expert that can help.
Regards,
Joanne Waeni
Editor-in-chief
Jays Bubble magazine

jaysbubble.com

